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PRE BID MEETING QUESTION AND ANSWERS:
15/08/2019 @ 09.30 AM IN COLOMBO
Lot No

Question

Answer

1. Common

Q: Do bidders need to register
in order to submit a bid?

A: No, There is no need for
bidders to register prior to
submitting their bid.

2. Common

Q: What is the country of
origin? Which countries are
elibility and which are not?

Please refer to ANNEX B.

3. Common

Q: Are there any specific
dates to visit the sites for the
construction and installation
lots?

A: No there is no specific
dates. Suppliers can visit on
weekdays only and must notify
ACTED in advance.

4. Common

Q: If you received less than 04
bids for the particular lot you
are going collect further one or
two quotations. Are you going
to collect quotation lot wise or
Item wise?

A: Yes, we are going to collect
according to the lot and not
the item.

5. Lot No 01

Q: Is it possible to quote two
vehicles in the lot?

A: According to the instruction
given in the Instruction to
Bidders form, especially for
vehicle, the bidder should be
quote all the vehicles in the lot
01.

6. Lot No 01

Q: Is the vegetable delivery
vehicle body size full body or
half body?

A: The vegetable delivery
vehicle should be open body
type.

7. Lot No 10 and 11

Q: Have the MSMEs
requested composite machine
with the SKID STEER
LOADER or without the SKID
STEER LOADER?

A: Yes, the MSME’s
requirements are Composite
machine only, not with the
SKID STEER LOADER. They
already have a Loader.

8. Lot No 13

Q: What do you meant by
other accessories for water
pump?

A: Sockets, washers, suction
casing.
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9. Lot No 14

Q: Is it possible to quote for
10Kg vegetable creates
instead of 7kg vegetable
crates?

A: Yes, but the bidder must
mention it in the offer form
column marked “Supplier
Specification if different” and in
the bidders comment area
they should clearly justly why
they quote different type of
items.

10. Lot 20

Q: What is the Multimedia
Projector size? Is this 300
inch?

A: Yes, the projector screen
size is 300 inches. W x L is
(10’ x 10’)

11. Lot No 21

Q: What is the monitor type for
CCTV installation? Is it LED
monitor or Mobile Monitor?

A: This should be for a mobile
monitor not a computer
monitor.

12. Lot No 22

Q: Is Wilmorine the brand or
variety of the seeds?

A: Wilmorine is the variety of
the seeds and not the brand.

13. Lot No 24

Q: How should my company
supply the fencing materials?
Is it possible to supply it
material wise?

A: Within short period of time
the selected bidder should be
able to supply all the items, if it
is take more time It will affect
the fencing construction too.
Therefore, the supplier can
provide the fencing items
material wise but the selected
bidder will have to deliver
within a short time period.

14. Lot No 25

Q: The Agriculture irrigation
systems; is this material only
or with installation?

A: No, the agriculture irrigation
system contains fixing as well.
It is not for material supply
only.
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